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1 What is Erewhon-Math?

Erewhon-Math is an Utopia based OpenType maths font. Themaths symbols and Greek
letters are borrowed or derived fromMichel Bovani’s Fourier-GUTenberg, Latin letters and
digits are borrowed fromMichael Shape’s Erewhon font.
It requires LuaTeX or XeTeX as engine and the unicode-math package¹.
It is meant to be used with Utopia based OpenType text fonts like Erewhon. For Fourier-

GUTenberg users who want to switch to LuaLaTeX or XeLaTeX, the file fourier-otf.sty
can be used as a replacement of fourier.sty.
Please note that the current version (0.60) is experimental, do expectmetrics and glyphs to

change until version 1.0 is reached. Comments, suggestions and bug reports are welcome!

2 Usage

2.1 Calling \setmathfont

A basic call for Erewhon-Math would be:

\usepackage{unicode-math}
\setmathfont{Erewhon-Math.otf} % Call by file name or
\setmathfont{Erewhon Math} % Call by font name

this loads Erewhon-Math as maths font² with the default options, see subsections 3.1 on
page 3, 3.2 on page 4 and 3.3 on page 5 for customisation.
Please note that the three sets of text fonts have to be chosen separately, f.i.:

¹Please read the documentation unicode-math.pdf.
²Both calls work equally well with LuaTeX; with XeTeX a call by font name will fail unless the font is declared
as a system font.
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\setmainfont{erewhon}³ % rm
\setsansfont{Cabin}[Scale=MatchLowercase] % sf
\setmonofont{Inconsolatazi4}[Scale=MatchLowercase] % tt

otherwise you would get Latin Modern for text fonts.

2.2 Calling fourier-otf.sty (recommended)

As an alternative to load Erewhon-Math you can type:

\usepackage[ options ⁴ ]{fourier-otf}

it loads unicode-math with the default options, sets Erewhon-Math as maths font and
Erewhon Text fonts as Roman fonts (families sf and tt left unchanged) but does a bit more:

1. it loads realscripts.sty for better superscripts and footnote calls;

2. it loads fourier-orns.sty, providing many text ornaments;

3. it checks at \begin{document} if packages amssymb or latexsym are loaded and
issues warnings in case they are;

4. it provides aliases for glyphs named differently in Unicode, so that latexsym or AMS
names are also available;

5. it defines specific maths characters like \Bbbbackslash (�), \varemptyset (∅),
\parallelslant (�), \shortparallelslant (�), etc.;

6. it reduces spacing inmathsmode: \thinmuskip, \medmuskip and \thickmuskip are
reduced as in fourier.sty. The option loose disables these settings.

Apart from the loose option mentioned above, fourier-otf.sty provides two options
no-text and Scale=<decimal>meant to be used to load the Erewhon-Math font together
with roman text fonts other than Erewhon, while keeping the advantages 1. to 5. pointed
in the preceding list, f.i. \usepackage[no-text,Scale=0.98]{fourier-otf}
Please note that the fonts loaded by fourier-otf.sty are about 2% larger than those

loaded by fourier.sty: the Erewhon text fonts are based on Utopia reduced à 94%, while
the fourier fonts are based on Utopia reduced à 92%. Option Scale=0.98 can be used to
mimic the output produced by the fourier.sty package.
Option no-text can also be useful if Erewhon is to be loaded with specific options, f.i.

\usepackage[no-text]{fourier-otf}
\setmainfont{erewhon}[RawFeature=+onum;+ss01]

³Erewhon (with capital E) is fine with LuaTeX but would fail with XeTeX (erewhon.fontspec not found).
⁴Possible options are loose, no-text, Scale= or any of the options described in sections 3.1 to 3.4.
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3 What is provided?

Erewhon-Math provides all glyphs supplied by Fourier-GUTenberg plus all glyphs available
in the amssymb and latexsym packages and many more. Therefore, these two packages
should not be loaded as they might override Erewhon-Math glyphs.
Sans-serif, typewriter and fraktur styles are borrowed from Latin Modern fonts. See in

section 3.6 on page 8 how to choose from other maths fonts for these styles.
A full list of available glyphs is shown in file unimath-erewhon.pdf.

3.1 Upright or slanted?

Package unicode-math followsTEX conventions for Latin and Greek letters: inmathsmode,
the default option (math-style=TeX) prints Latin letters 𝑎…𝑧 𝐴…𝑍 and lowercase greek
letters𝛼…𝜔 slanted (italic) while uppercase greek letters ΑΒΓ…Ω are printed upright. This
can be changed by option math-style as shown in table 1.

Table 1: Effects of the math-style package option.
Package option Latin Greek
math-style=ISO (𝑎,𝑧,𝐵,𝑋) (𝛼,𝛽,𝛤,𝛯)
math-style=TeX (𝑎,𝑧,𝐵,𝑋) (𝛼,𝛽,Γ,Ξ)
math-style=french (𝑎,𝑧,B,X) (α,β,Γ,Ξ)
math-style=upright (a,z,B,X) (α,β,Γ,Ξ)

Bold letters are printed upright except lowercase Greek letters which are slanted (the
default option is bold-style=TeX). This can be changed by option bold-style as shown
in table 2.

Table 2: Effects of the bold-style package option.
Package option Latin Greek
bold-style=ISO (𝒂,𝒛,𝑩,𝑿) (𝜶,𝜷,𝜞,𝜩)
bold-style=TeX (𝐚,𝐳,𝐁,𝐗) (𝜶,𝜷,𝚪,𝚵)
bold-style=upright (𝐚,𝐳,𝐁,𝐗) (𝛂,𝛃,𝚪,𝚵)

Other possible customisation: ∇ is printed upright and 𝜕 is printed slanted by default,
but nabla=italic and partial=upright can change this.
All these options are offered by the unicode-math package but they can be added to the

\setmathfont call⁵, for example:
\setmathfont{Erewhon-Math.otf}[math-style=french,partial=upright]

will print for the code

\[ \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} = \alpha \symbf{V} + a\nabla\Gamma
+ \symbf{\beta}\symbf{M} \]

⁵IMHO it is easier to add all options to the \setmathfont command.
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∂𝑓
∂𝑥

= α𝐕+𝑎∇Γ+𝛃𝐌

while the default settings would print

𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑥

= 𝛼𝐕+𝑎∇Γ+𝜷𝐌

Both shapes remain available anytime: $\uppi,\itpi$ prints π,𝜋.
If your text editor is able to handle Greek letters or maths symbols, they can be entered

in the code instead control sequences (i.e. α, β, Γ,… for \alpha, \beta, \Gamma,…).

3.2 Character variants

Erewhon-Math provides fourteen “Character Variants’’ options, listed on table 3, to choose
between different glyphs for Greek characters and some others. Alternative calligraphic
capitals have been added for E, Q and T in version 0.50.

Table 3: Character variants.
Default Variant Name

cv00 0 0 0
cv01 ℏ ℏ \hslash
cv02 ∅ ∅ \emptyset
cv03 𝜖 𝜀 \epsilon
cv04 𝜅 𝜘 \kappa
cv05 𝜋 𝜛 \pi
cv06 𝜙 𝜑 \phi
cv07 𝜌 𝜚 \rho
cv08 𝜎 𝜍 \sigma
cv09 𝜃 𝜗 \theta
cv10 Θ ϴ \Theta
cv11 𝜕 𝜕 \partial
cv20 ℰ ℰ \symcal{E}
cv21 𝒬 𝒬 \symcal{Q}
cv22 𝒯 𝒯 \symcal{T}

For instance, to get \epsilon and \phi typeset as 𝜀 and 𝜑 instead of 𝜖 and 𝜙, you can
add option CharacterVariant={3,6} to the \setmathfont call:

\setmathfont{Erewhon-Math.otf}[CharacterVariant={3,6}]

This works for all shapes and weights of these characters: f.i. $\symbf{\epsilon}$,
$\symbf{\phi}$ are output as 𝜺,𝝋 instead of 𝝐,𝝓.
Similarly with math-style=french, \epsilon and \phi are output as ε and φ (upright).
Please note that curly braces aremandatorywhenevermore than one“CharacterVariant’’

is selected.
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Note about \hbar (v 0.43): unicode-math defines \hbar as \hslash (U+210F) while
amsmath provides two different glyphs (italic h with horizontal or diagonal stroke).
Erewhon Mathnow follows unicode-math; the italic hwith horizontal stroke can be printed
using \hslash or \hbar together with character variant cv01 or with \mithbar (replace-
ment for AMS’ command \hbar).

3.3 Stylistic sets

Erewhon-Math provides five “Stylistic Sets’’ options to choose between different glyphs for
families of maths symbols.
StylisticSet=4, alias⁶ Style=leqslant, converts (large) inequalities into their slanted

variants, see table 5a.
StylisticSet=5, alias Style=smaller, converts some symbols into their smaller vari-

ants, see table 5b.

Table 4: Stylistic Sets 4 and 5

(a) Style=leqslant (+ss04)

Command Default Variant
\leq ≤ ⩽
\geq ≥ ⩾
\nleq ≰ ≰
\ngeq ≱ ≱
\leqq ≦ ⫹
\geqq ≧ ⫺
\eqless ⋜ ⪕
\eqgtr ⋝ ⪖
\lesseqgtr ⋚ ⋚
\gtreqless ⋛ ⋛
\lesseqqgtr ⪋ ⪋
\gtreqqless ⪌ ⪌

(b) Style=smaller (+ss05)

Command Default Variant
\in ∈ ∊
\ni ∋ ∍
\mid ∣ ∣
\nmid ∤ ∤
\parallel ∥ ∥
\nparallel ∦ ∦
\parallelslant � �
\nparallelslant � �

StylisticSet=6, alias Style=subsetneq, converts some inclusion symbols, see table 6a
on the next page.
StylisticSet=7, alias Style=parallelslant, converts “parallel’’ symbols into their

slanted variants, see table 6b on the following page.
To enable Stylistic Sets 4, 6 and 7 for Erewhon-Math, you should enter

\setmathfont{Erewhon-Math.otf}[StylisticSet={4,6,7}] or
\usepackage[Style={leqslant,subsetneq,parallelslant}]{fourier-otf}

⁶These Style aliases are provided by fourier-otf.sty.
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Table 5: Stylistic Sets 6 and 7

(a) Style=subsetneq (+ss06)

Command Default Variant
\subsetneq ⊊ ⊊
\supsetneq ⊋ ⊋
\subsetneqq ⫋ ⫋
\supsetneqq ⫌ ⫌

(b) Style=parallelslant (+ss07)

Command Default Variant
\parallel ∥ �
\nparallel ∦ �
\shortparallel ∥ �
\nshortparallel ∦ �

then, \[x\leq y \quad A \subsetneq B\quad D \parallel D' \]will print as

𝑥 ⩽ 𝑦 𝐴⊊ 𝐵 𝐷 �𝐷 ′

instead of
𝑥 ≤ 𝑦 𝐴 ⊊ 𝐵 𝐷 ∥𝐷 ′

StylisticSet=3, alias⁷ Style=upint, converts integrals signs into their upright variants,
see table 6.

Table 6: Style=upint (+ss03)

Command \int \iint \iiint \iiiint \oint \oiint \oiiint

Default ∫ ∬ ∭ ⨌ ∮ ∯ ∯ ∰

Upright ∫ ∬ ∭ ⨌ ∮ ∯ ∯ ∰

Command \intclockwise \awint \varointclockwise \ointctrclockwise

Default ∱ ⨑ ∲ ∳

Upright ∱ ⨑ ∲ ∳

3.4 Other font features

3.4.1 Oldstyle numbers

To get oldstyle numbers in maths, the feature +onum is available:

\setmathfont{Erewhon-Math.otf}[Numbers=OldStyle] or
\usepackage[Style=fulloldstyle]{fourier-otf}

0123456789,𝟎𝟏𝟐𝟑𝟒𝟓𝟔𝟕𝟖𝟗

⁷These Style aliases are provided by fourier-otf.sty.
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3.4.2 Delimiters’ size

When switching fromType 1 to OpenType, Adobe has significantly increased⁸ the sizes of
Utopia’s delimiters ‘()’, ‘[]’ and ‘{}’. Erewhon-Math has been built from Fourier (Utopia’s
Type 1 type faces⁹), while the Erewhon text fonts have been built from the OpenType
version; the difference was visible on examples like ($P(n)$)which has been typeset as
(𝑃(𝑛)) by versions up to 0.53.
This glitch is nowfixed, you get now (𝑃(𝑛)), [𝑃[𝑛]], {𝑃{𝑛}}. Anoption Style=smalldelim

(+ss09), which can be passed either to the fourier-otf package or to the \setmathfont
command, has been added in version 0.54 for backward compatibility: it reverts to the
former behaviour.

3.5 Standard LaTeX math commands

All standard LaTeXmaths commands, all amssymb commands and all latexsym commands
are supported by Erewhon-Math, for some of them loading fourier-otf.sty is required.
Various wide accents are also supported:

M \wideoverbar and \mathunderbar¹⁰

̅̅𝑥 ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝑥𝑦 ̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅𝑥𝑦𝑧 ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅𝐴∪𝐵 ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅𝐴∪(𝐵 ∩𝐶)∪𝐷 𝑚+𝑛+𝑝̲⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯

M \widehat and \widetilde

𝑥 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 �̃� 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

M \widecheck and \widebreve

𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

M \overparen and \underparen

⏜𝑥 ⏜𝑥𝑦 ⏜𝑥𝑦𝑧 ⏜̊𝐴∪𝐵
◦

⏜𝐴∪(𝐵∩𝐶)∪𝐷
2

⏜𝑥+𝑦
26

⏜𝑎+𝑏+...+𝑧

𝑥⏝ 𝑥𝑧⏝ 𝑥𝑦𝑧⏝ 𝑥+𝑧⏝
2

𝑎+𝑏+ ...+𝑧⏝
26

M \overbrace and \underbrace

⏞𝑎 ⏞𝑎𝑏 ⏞𝑎𝑏𝑐 ⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞𝑎𝑏𝑐𝑑 ⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞𝑎𝑏𝑐𝑑𝑒
3

⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞𝑎 +𝑏+𝑐
26

⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞𝑎 +𝑏+ ...+𝑧

𝑎⏟ 𝑎𝑏⏟ 𝑎𝑏𝑐⏟ 𝑎𝑏𝑐𝑑⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟ 𝑎𝑏𝑐𝑑𝑒⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟ 𝑎 +𝑏+𝑐⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
3

𝑎+𝑏+ ...+𝑧⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
26

⁸Actually +21% both in height and thickness!
⁹Scaled at 94% instead of 92% to match Erewhon text fonts.
¹⁰\overline and \underline are not font related, they are based on \rule.
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M \overbracket and \underbracket

⎴𝑎 ⎴⎴𝑎𝑏 ⎴⎴⎴⎴𝑎𝑏𝑐 ⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴𝑎𝑏𝑐𝑑 ⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴𝑎𝑏𝑐𝑑𝑒
3

⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴𝑎+𝑏+𝑐
26

⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴⎴𝑎+𝑏+ ...+𝑧

𝑎⎵ 𝑎𝑏⎵⎵ 𝑎𝑏𝑐⎵⎵⎵⎵ 𝑎𝑏𝑐𝑑⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵ 𝑎𝑏𝑐𝑑𝑒⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵ 𝑎+𝑏+𝑐⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵
3

𝑎+𝑏+ ...+𝑧⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵⎵
26

M \overrightarrow and \overleftarrow

𝑣 ⃗⃗𝑀 ⃗⃗𝑣𝑣 ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗𝐴𝐵 ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗𝐴𝐵𝐶 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷𝐸𝐹𝐺𝐻.

𝑣 ⃗⃖𝑀 ⃗⃖⃗𝑣𝑣 ⃗⃖⃗ ⃗𝐴𝐵 ⃗⃖⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗𝐴𝐵𝐶 ⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷 ⃖⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷𝐸𝐹𝐺𝐻

M \overrightharpoon and \overleftharpoon

𝑣 ⃑⃑𝑀 ⃑⃑𝑣𝑣 ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑𝐴𝐵 ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑𝐴𝐵𝐶 ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷 ⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷𝐸𝐹𝐺𝐻.

𝑣 ⃑⃐𝑀 ⃑⃐⃑𝑣𝑣 ⃑⃐⃑ ⃑𝐴𝐵 ⃑⃐⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑𝐴𝐵𝐶 ⃐⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷 ⃐⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷𝐸𝐹𝐺𝐻

M \underrightarrow and \underleftarrow

�⃯� �⃯� 𝑣𝑣⃯⃯ ⃯⃯ 𝐴𝐵⃯⃯ ⃯⃯ 𝐴𝐵𝐶⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯ 𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯ 𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷𝐸𝐹𝐺𝐻⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯.

�⃮� �⃮� 𝑣𝑣⃮⃯ ⃯⃯ 𝐴𝐵⃮⃯ ⃯⃯ 𝐴𝐵𝐶⃮⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯ 𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷⃮⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯ 𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷𝐸𝐹𝐺𝐻⃮⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯⃯

M \underrightharpoon and \underleftharpoondown

�⃬� 𝑀 𝑣𝑣⃬⃬ ⃬⃬ 𝐴𝐵⃬⃬ ⃬⃬ 𝐴𝐵𝐶⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬ 𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬ 𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷𝐸𝐹𝐺𝐻⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬.

�⃭� �⃭� 𝑣𝑣⃭⃬ ⃬⃬ 𝐴𝐵⃭⃬ ⃬⃬ 𝐴𝐵𝐶⃭⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬ 𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷⃭⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬ 𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷𝐸𝐹𝐺𝐻⃭⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬⃬.

M Finally \widearc and \overrightarc (loading fourier-otf.sty is required)

�𝐴𝑀𝐵 𝐴𝑀𝐵

3.6 Mathematical alphabets

M All Latin and Greek characters are available in italic, upright, bold and bold italic via
the \symit{}, \symup{}, \symbf{} and \symbfit{} commands.

M Calligraphic alphabet (\symscr or \symcal or \mathcal command), uppercase:
𝒜ℬ𝒞𝒟ℰℱ𝒢ℋℐ𝒥𝒦ℒℳ𝒩𝒪𝒫𝒬ℛ𝒮𝒯𝒰𝒱𝒲𝒳𝒴𝒵
also in boldface (\symbfscr,\symbfcal or \mathbfcal command):
𝓐𝓑𝓒𝓓𝓔𝓕𝓖𝓗𝓘𝓙𝓚𝓛𝓜𝓝𝓞𝓟𝓠𝓡𝓢𝓣𝓤𝓥𝓦𝓧𝓨𝓩

M Blackboard-bold alphabet (\symbb or \mathbb command), uppercase, lowercase
and digits:
𝔸𝔹ℂ𝔻𝔼𝔽𝔾ℍ𝕀𝕁𝕂𝕃𝕄ℕ𝕆ℙℚℝ𝕊𝕋𝕌𝕍𝕎𝕏𝕐ℤ
𝕒𝕓𝕔𝕕𝕖𝕗𝕘𝕙𝕚𝕛𝕜𝕝𝕞𝕟𝕠𝕡𝕢𝕣𝕤𝕥𝕦𝕧𝕨𝕩𝕪𝕫 𝟘𝟙𝟚𝟛𝟜𝟝𝟞𝟟𝟠𝟡
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M Fraktur alphabet is borrowed from Latin Modern,

𝔄𝔅ℭ𝔇𝔈𝔉𝔊ℌℑ𝔍𝔎𝔏𝔐𝔑𝔒𝔓𝔔ℜ𝔖𝔗𝔘𝔙𝔚𝔛𝔜ℨ𝔞𝔟𝔠𝔡𝔢𝔣𝔤𝔥𝔦𝔧𝔨𝔩𝔪𝔫𝔬𝔭𝔮𝔯𝔰𝔱𝔲𝔳𝔴𝔵𝔶𝔷

but this can overwritten, i.e.

\setmathfont{Asana-Math.otf}[range=frak,Scale=MatchUppercase]
$\symfrak{ABCDEFGHIJKL...XYZ abcdefghijkl...xyz}$

𝔄𝔅ℭ𝔇𝔈𝔉𝔊ℌℑ𝔍𝔎𝔏𝔐𝔑𝔒𝔓𝔔ℜ𝔖𝔗𝔘𝔙𝔚𝔛𝔜ℨ𝔞𝔟𝔠𝔡𝔢𝔣𝔤𝔥𝔦𝔧𝔨𝔩𝔪𝔫𝔬𝔭𝔮𝔯𝔰𝔱𝔲𝔳𝔴𝔵𝔶𝔷

M Sans serif alphabet is borrowed from Latin Modern,

𝖠𝖡𝖢𝖣𝖤𝖥𝖦𝖧𝖨𝖩𝖪𝖫𝖬𝖺𝖻𝖼𝖽𝖾𝖿𝗀𝗁𝗂𝗃𝗄 𝘕𝘖𝘗𝘘𝘙𝘚𝘛𝘜𝘝𝘞𝘟𝘠𝘡𝘮𝘯𝘰𝘱𝘲𝘳𝘴𝘵𝘶𝘷𝘸𝘹𝘺𝘻

but it can be borrowed from another maths font, i.e.

\setmathfont{STIXTwoMath-Regular.otf}[range={sfup,sfit},
Scale=MatchUppercase]

$\symsfup{ABCD...klm}\quad\symsfit{NOPQ...xyz}$

𝖠𝖡𝖢𝖣𝖤𝖥𝖦𝖧𝖨𝖩𝖪𝖫𝖬𝖺𝖻𝖼𝖽𝖾𝖿𝗀𝗁𝗂𝗃𝗄𝗅𝗆 𝘕𝘖𝘗𝘘𝘙𝘚𝘛𝘜𝘝𝘞𝘟𝘠𝘡𝘯𝘰𝘱𝘲𝘳𝘴𝘵𝘶𝘷𝘸𝘹𝘺𝘻

M Typewriter alphabet is borrowed from Latin Modern,

𝙰𝙱𝙲𝙳𝙴𝙵𝙶𝙷𝙸𝙹𝙺𝙻𝙼𝙽𝙾𝙿𝚀𝚁𝚂𝚃𝚄𝚅𝚆𝚇𝚈𝚉𝚊𝚋𝚌𝚍𝚎𝚏𝚐𝚑𝚒𝚓𝚔𝚕𝚖𝚗𝚘𝚙𝚚𝚛𝚜𝚝𝚞𝚟𝚠𝚡𝚢𝚣

but it can be borrowed from another Math font, i.e.

\setmathfont{STIXTwoMath-Regular.otf}[range=tt,Scale=MatchUppercase]
$\symtt{ABCDE...XYZ abcde...xyz}$

𝙰𝙱𝙲𝙳𝙴𝙵𝙶𝙷𝙸𝙹𝙺𝙻𝙼𝙽𝙾𝙿𝚀𝚁𝚂𝚃𝚄𝚅𝚆𝚇𝚈𝚉𝚊𝚋𝚌𝚍𝚎𝚏𝚐𝚑𝚒𝚓𝚔𝚕𝚖𝚗𝚘𝚙𝚚𝚛𝚜𝚝𝚞𝚟𝚠𝚡𝚢𝚣

Like Latin Modern, Erewhon-Math provides only four lowercase Latin letters in script
(or calligraphic) shape: ℯ, ℊ, ℓ, ℴ (\mscre, \mscrg, \ell, \mscro).
All others (range "1D4B6 to "1D4CF) have to be borrowed from another maths font if

needed, i.e.

\setmathfont{LibertinusMath-Regular.otf}%
[range="1D4B6-"1D4CF, Scale=MatchLowercase]

3.7 Bold variant

In case short maths formulas have to be printed in section titles, a limited bold variant has
been added in version 0.54. Example of usage:
\setmathfont{Erewhon-Math-Bold.otf}[version=bold, options]
\section{\mathversion{bold} Einstein’s equation $E=mc^2$}
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3.8 Missing symbols

Erewhon-Math does not aim at being as complete as STIXTwoMath-Regular or Cambria,
the current glyph coverage compares with TeXGyre maths fonts. In case some symbols do
not show up in the output file, you will see warnings in the .log file, for instance:
Missing character: There is no ⥤ (U+2964) in font ErewhonMath
Borrowing them from amore complete font, say Asana-Math, is a possible workaround:

\setmathfont{Asana-Math.otf}[range={"2964},Scale=1.02]
scaling is possible, multiple character ranges are separated with commas:
\setmathfont{Asana-Math.otf}[range={"294A-"2951,"2964,"2ABB-"2ABE}]
Let’smention albatross, a useful tool to find out the list of fonts providing a given glyph:

f.i. type in a terminal “albatross U+2964’’, see the manpage or albatross-manual.pdf.

3.9 Fourier ornaments

When loaded by \usepackage{fourier-otf}, Erewhon-Math loads fourier-orns.sty
which provides all logos and ornaments available in Fourier-GUTenberg.

fourier-orns.sty as of v2.x automatically fetches its glyphs in a specific OpenType
font with LuaTeX or XeTeX engines and from a Type 1 font otherwise (pdfTeX).

M A variant of the euro symbol: \eurologo €, €, €, € .

M Two “starred” bullets: \starredbullet X, \decosixV.

M Decos and logos: \warning1, \noway0, \caution2, \bomb 9,
\decooneU, \decotwo W, \decothreeleftR, \decothreerightQ,
\decofourleftP, \decofourrightO, \floweroneleftE, \floweronerightF,
\lefthandM, \righthandN, \textxswupT, \textxswdownS.

M Smileys: \grimaceY, \textthingZ.

M Leaves: \aldineleftA, \aldinerightB, \aldineC, \aldinesmallD,
\leafleftL, \leafrightK, \leafNEG, \leafNWH, \leafSEI, \leafSWJ.

M Pilcrows: \oldpilcrowone 3, \oldpilcrowtwo 4, \oldpilcrowthree 5,
\oldpilcrowfour6, \oldpilcrowfive7 aaaa, \oldpilcrowsix8 aaaaaaaaaaa.

All these logos and ornaments are also available as described in the fournier-orns
documentation: for instance, you could type {\FourierOrns E 2 F} to getE 2 F.

Finally, some symbols are also provided in maths mode, with other names:

M $\forbidden$ (�), $\beware$ (�), $\boom$ (�),

M $\thething$ (�) is aQED symbol for a false proof. Of course, you don’t need it!

M $\xswordsup$ (�) and $\xswordsdown$ (�) may be used as tags for a debated
statement, or for anything else.
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